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Abstract Incarcerated populations have relatively high

HIV prevalence but little has been reported about their

aggregate HIV risk behaviors or perceptions of risk. A

random selection of HIV-negative men (n = 855) entering

a US state prison system were surveyed to assess five risk

behaviors and his self-perceived HIV risk. Using multi-

variate logistic regression, we identified factors associated

with having elevated actual but low perceived risk

(EALPR). Of the 826 men with complete data, 88% were at

elevated risk. While 64% of the sample had risk percep-

tions concordant with their actual risk, 14% had EALPR

(with the remainder at low actual but high perceived risk).

EALPR rates were lower in those with a pre-incarceration

HIV test but higher for those with a negative prison entry

HIV test. HIV testing counseling should assess for dis-

cordance between actual and perceived risk and commu-

nicate the continued risk of HIV despite a negative result.

Keywords HIV � Risk behavior � Risk perceptions �
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Introduction

Incarcerated populations are known to have a several-fold

elevated HIV prevalence compared with the general pop-

ulation [1, 2] and, consequently, are recognized as a key

population to target for HIV screening and risk reduction

interventions [3–7]. Even within incarcerated groups,

however, as with other populations with elevated rates of

HIV, risks vary among individuals due to variation in their

specific behaviors and their degree of exposure to others

infected with HIV [8–11]. Moreover, while incarcerated

populations are known to be a group with higher HIV

prevalence overall [1, 2, 7, 12], less is known about

prisoners’ HIV risk behaviors [9, 10, 13, 14] and little has

been reported regarding how they perceive their own risk

[12].

Although, on average, individuals who engage in riskier

behaviors of any kind perceive themselves to be at greater

risk than those who do not engage in such behaviors

[15–21], perceptions vary among individuals carrying out

risky behaviors, and some may be unaware of or under-

estimate their risk [16, 18–27]. A few studies have assessed

discrepancies between perceived and actual risks specifi-

cally for HIV [16, 24, 25]. In one study [16] assessing

perceived and actual lifetime HIV risk among men who

have sex with men (MSM) in six major U.S. cities, while

perceiving oneself to be at elevated/moderate risk was

associated with actual increased risk behavior, most men

perceived themselves to be at low risk of acquiring HIV.

Many, however, reported engaging in behaviors that put

them at risk of HIV/STIs in the previous 6 months. In

another U.S. study of nearly 6000 individuals undergoing

rapid HIV testing in Philadelphia, two-thirds of those

testing HIV-positive assessed their HIV risk as low or none

[25].
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found at intake prisons among all newly incarcerated

inmates. Inmates were eligible for inclusion in the parent

study if they were: (1) age 18 years or older; (2) English-

speaking; (3) not housed in solitary confinement or disci-

plinary segregation; (4) finished with all prison health

processing activities; (5) offered the opportunity to test for

HIV in the last 2 weeks; and (6) able to provide informed

consent to participate. Participants were demographically

similar to the general prison population, as described

elsewhere [34].

After inmates provided informed consent, they com-

pleted the parent study survey in a private room at the

prison. To minimize social desirability bias in inmates’

responses, we administered the surveys using audio com-

puter-assisted self-interviews (ACASI) with touch screen

computers, whereby inmates could navigate the survey on

their own unless they required assistance by a research

assistant. The approximately 30 minute survey contained

questions about demographics, incarceration and HIV

testing history, substance use, mental health, sexual and

drug HIV risk behaviors, attendance at an HIV course,

levels of HIV knowledge and HIV-associated stigma,

experiences with and perceptions of HIV testing in the

prison and perceptions of individual HIV risk, among

others.

To be included in the analyses presented here, partici-

pants also had to be male and HIV-negative, as determined

by self-report. The study protocol was approved by the

North Carolina Department of Public Safety, the Institu-

tional Review Board of the University of North Carolina at

Chapel Hill, and the Office for Human Research Protection

at the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services.

Study Measures

Outcome Variables

Elevated-Risk Behavior To assess pre-incarceration HIV

risk behavior, we asked a series of five questions from the

Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance Survey [35]. Four of

the five questions assessed each participant’s risk based on

the inmate’s self-reported engagement in the following acts

in the 3 months before incarceration: the number of

unprotected sex acts; whether or not he traded sex for

money/gifts; whether or not he bought sex for money/gifts,

and injection drug use. The fifth question asked the par-

ticipant to indicate whether or not he had engaged in at

least one of the following four specified HIV-associated

risk behaviors within the past year without identifying

which specific behavior(s) he had engaged in: (1) used

needles to inject drugs; (2) received treatment for a sexu-

ally transmitted disease; (3) gave or received ‘‘money,

drugs, food, shelter gifts or other things you needed’’ in

How much an individual perceives him or herself to be 
at risk of acquiring HIV can drive the desire both to be 
tested for HIV [16, 28, 29] and to engage in risk-reducing 
behaviors [30, 31], making it an important construct to 
understand. The potential benefit of identifying individuals 
with elevated actual yet low perceived risk (EALPR) is 
supported by recent meta-analyses showing that one can 
modestly enhance risk-reducing behavior, particularly 
sexual behavior, by enhancing individuals’ perceptions that 
they are at greater risk [30, 32, 33]. The significant role of 
risk perception in driving risk-reduction behaviors suggests 
that identifying EALPR individuals, and potentially tar-
geting interventions to improve their risk perceptions, 
could be an effective means to reducing risky behavior in a 
population at elevated HIV risk. Among incarcerated 
individuals, there are limited data delineating both the 
extent to which this population engages in an aggregate of 
various HIV risk behaviors and their risk perceptions.

To explore factors associated with being an EALPR 
individual among a key population, HIV-uninfected men 
entering a statewide prison system, we sought to identify:
(1) their self-reported HIV risk behaviors; (2) their per-
ceived risk of HIV infection; (3) the intersection between 
their actual and perceived risk; and (4) factors associated 
with being an individual classified as EALPR. To further 
understand this phenomenon, we also explored factors 
associated with being in the elevated actual risk group and 
factors associated with being in the low perceived risk 
group, independent of one another.

Methods

Study Setting and Population

To examine male prison inmates’ HIV risk behavior and 
perceptions of their risk of HIV, we analyzed data from a 
parent study conducted primarily to understand prisoners’ 
views of the prison HIV screening testing policy. In the 
study, conducted between April 2010 and April 2011, 
inmates entering one of the NC state prison system’s seven 
adult intake centers were surveyed at the time of initial NC 
Department of Public Safety (NCDPS) processing, shortly 
after they had entered prison and their medical screening 
had been initiated. Approximately 24,500 inmates were 
admitted to the NC prison system during the study period. 
Further details about the HIV screening study procedures 
are reported elsewhere [34].

For recruitment into the parent study, potential partici-
pants were randomly selected from a roster of inmates at 
each of the seven adult intake prisons. Sampling was 
designed so that the distribution of intake prisons among 
the study population reflected the distribution of prisoners



exchange for sex; and (4) had anal sex without a condom.

Because each of the behaviors assessed by these five items

has been well established to increase an individual’s risk of

HIV [36–41], participants who reported engaging in an

HIV risk behavior on any of the five items were considered

to be at elevated risk of contracting HIV, while individuals

who reported not engaging in the HIV risk behaviors on all

of the five items were not considered to be at elevated risk.

Individuals who did not respond to some of the questions

and who did not report engaging in an HIV risk behavior

on any of the four or fewer items that they did respond to

were considered to be at unknown level of risk.

Perceptions of HIV Risk The extent to which participants

perceived themselves to be at low risk of HIV was assessed

using five questions, each on a four-point response option

scale (0 = ‘‘agree a lot’’, 1 = ‘‘agree a little’’, 2 = ‘‘dis-

agree a little’’, 3 = ‘‘disagree a lot’’), adapted and refined

from a previously validated scale [42]. We assessed both

the extent to which participants agreed (‘‘a lot’’ or ‘‘a lit-

tle’’) with each of the individual items, and summed the

total number of low perceived risk items each participant

endorsed. We assessed low perceived risk by averaging

participant responses for the five risk perception items, and

created a risk perceptions scale from the individuals’

averages ranging from 0 to 3, with ‘‘0’’ representing lowest

perceived risk and ‘‘3’’ representing highest perceived risk.

We defined individuals with low perceived risk (see Fig. 1

and Table 1), a priori, as those who: (1) responded to at

least four of the five risk perception items; (2) scored less

than or equal to ‘‘1’’ on the risk perception scale; and (3)

did not answer ‘‘3’’ (indicating high perceived risk) in

response to any of the five questions. We defined individ-

uals with elevated perceived risk as those who: responded

to at least four of the five risk perception items and scored

greater than ‘‘1’’ on the risk perception scale. In addition,

we categorized as ‘‘elevated perceived risk’’, those who

responded to fewer than four questions but; for whom the

sum of their answers to these questions when divided by

four was greater than ‘‘1’’; and those who ever answered a

‘‘3’’ in response to any of the five questions, regardless of

the number they answered. Individuals who were neither

categorized as elevated perceived risk nor low perceived

risk were classified as unknown perceived risk.

Main Outcome: Individuals at Elevated Risk who Perceive

Themselves to Be at Low Risk of HIV To create the main

outcome variable, we first created a variable with nine

categories, representing all pairings of the three categories

of Risk (Elevated, Low, Unknown) and the three categories

of Perceived Risk (Elevated, Low, Unknown). From this

multi-categorical variable we then created a dichotomous

variable (after removing those who could not be classified

as EALPR) for main outcome wherein individuals who

were in the Elevated Risk and Low Perceived Risk cate-

gory were defined to be EALPR individuals, individuals

who were in any of the Low Risk or any of the Elevated

Perceived Risk categories were defined to not be of

EALPR status, and the remaining individuals were defined

to have Unknown EALPR status and removed from sub-

sequent analyses. See Table 1 for more information.

Independent Variables

Independent variables of a priori interest include the fol-

lowing factors assessed via ACASI: (1) demographics (i.e.,

race, age, education level and marital status, using response

categories specified in the 2009 Behavioral Risk Factor

Surveillance Survey [35]; (2) history of incarceration (the

total number of times previously incarcerated in prison); (3)

history of HIV testing: (a) whether tested before their current

incarceration and (b) having received current in-prison test

results back at the time of survey; (4) substance use in the

3 months before incarceration, including: (a) binge alcohol

use and (b) the use of one ormore illicit drugs (i.e., crack and/

or powder cocaine, methamphetamines, heroin, prescription

drugs, other), excluding marijuana; (5) self-reported previ-

ous sexually transmitted infection (STI) diagnosis; (6) his-

tory of having been diagnosed with depression; (7)

attendance at an educational HIV course during their current

incarceration; (8) level of HIV knowledge score, calculated

as the sum of 22 (true–false) items answered correctly as

adapted from the Brief HIV Knowledge Questionnaire with

skipped questions considered incorrect [43]; (9) endorse-

ment of mandatory HIV testing in prison, (10) sexual his-

tory: number of sexual partners in the last 3 months, and

direct concurrency in the last 3 months.

Statistical Analyses

In the current study, we focused our analyses on the par-

ticipants who were able to be classified as EALPR or Not

EALPR; those who were unable to be classified were not

considered for the main analysis. We first generated

descriptive statistics to describe the sample population,

including their HIV risk behaviors and risk perceptions.

We conducted logistic regression to investigate the

associations between independent variables of interest and

whether or not a participant was EALPR. To select the

covariates included in the model, we estimated bivariate

associations between the independent variables of interest

and our main outcome, EALPR, using Mantel–Haenszel

Chi square or Fisher’s exact test for categorical variables,

and Wilcoxon Rank-Sum test for continuous variables. The

final model was fit using variables (race, age, HIV

knowledge, and education level) that we considered a priori



with both men and women’’ due to its importance in pre-

vious studies, the extremely small proportion endorsing

this (1.5%) would not support its use as a covariate. We

Fig. 1 Diagram describing categorization of ‘‘Perceived Risk’’ from sub-outcomes

Table 1 Derivation and

distribution of EALPR

categories

Risk behavior category Perceived risk category Row totals

N/A Low High

Perceived risk versus risk behavior categories

N/A 9 1.1% 16 1.9% 48 5.6% 73 8.5%

Low 2 0.2% 36 4.2% 131 15.3% 169 19.8%

Elevated 4 0.5% 119 13.9% 490 57.3% 613 71.7%

Column totals 15 1.8% 171 20.0% 669 78.3% 855 100.0%

N/A EALPR Not EALPR

EALPR category

29 3.4% 119 13.9% 707 82.7%

Columns give number and percent of individuals in category

N/A indicates individuals were unclassifiable due to missingness pattern

to be important based on previous studies [24, 26, 27] 
regardless of the results of the bivariate analyses. While we 
considered including the variable ‘‘having sex with men or



also included all independent variables of interest that were

associated with the outcome variable in bivariate analyses

at a significance level of 0.20 and were not highly collinear.

We used a similar approach to assess factors associated

with being in the elevated risk group and, separately, those

associated with being in the low perceived risk group in

two other separate models.

To mitigate the effects of missingness in the indepen-

dent variables (33 of 826 observations were missing at least

one independent variable), we employed multiple imputa-

tion with 20 datasets for the models: the missing data,

which followed a nonmonotone pattern, was imputed via

MCMC sampling using PROC MI in SAS, leaving the

binary predictors in each model unrounded to avoid bias

[44, 45]. Each of the three models was fit on each of the 20

datasets, and results for each model were combined by the

so-called Rubin’s rules [46–48] using PROC MIANA-

LYZE in SAS. To evaluate the robustness of the results, we

performed sensitivity analysis to assess the effect on find-

ings of changing the cut-off number of risk behaviors (from

at least one to more than one) used to define of the EALPR

outcome. All data preparation and analyses were completed

using SAS 9.3 (SAS Institute, Cary NC).

Results

Description of Study Sample

Of 1812 inmates invited, 55% (1000/1812) consented to

participate in the parent study and 855/1000 met the eli-

gibility criteria for the analyses in this manuscript (were

male and by self-report were HIV-uninfected).

There were 29 (3.4%) individuals of unknown EALPR

status. These individuals were removed from main analy-

sis, leaving 826 (96.6%) individuals in the sample meeting

criteria to be included in the analysis.

Demographic and Other Characteristics (Table 2)

Of the 826 HIV-negative men in our study sample, 49.6%

were Black, 37.2% had no high school degree or GED,

15.9% were married and the mean age was 34.0 years

(Table 2). Few (1.5%) reported having sex with men or

with both men and women. Fifty-eight percent reported

having been previously incarcerated at least once. Other

characteristics are summarized in Table 2.

HIV Risk Behaviors in the 3 Months before Incarceration

and Risk Perceptions (Table 3)

More than half of the sample reported six or more unpro-

tected sex acts in the 3 months before incarceration.

Regarding transactional sex, 5.7% reported receiving

money or gifts for sex and 9.4% reported giving money or

gifts for sex. Injection drug use in the 3 months before

incarceration was reported by 8.9%. Overall, 26.6%

answered ‘‘yes’’ to the combined 4-risks item (at least one

of the following in last year: used needles to inject drugs;

received treatment for a sexually transmitted disease; gave

or received ‘‘money, drugs, food, shelter gifts or other

things you needed’’ in exchange for sex; and/or had anal

sex without a condom).

Of the 855 individuals, there were 171 (20.0%) indi-

viduals with low perceived risk, 669 (78.2%) individuals

with elevated perceived risk, and 15 (1.8%) individuals

who could not be definitively classified regarding per-

ceived risk due to missing data. The proportion of our

sample endorsing each of the individual five risk percep-

tion variables ranged from 29.5% (‘‘Getting HIV is not

something I really need to worry about’’) to 77.6% (‘‘I

don’t do things that put me at risk for HIV’’). See Table 3

for detailed results.

Proportion of Individuals in the Elevated Actual Risk

and Low Perceived Risk Groups (Table 1)

As shown in Table 1, of the 855 men in the study sample,

71.7% (613) of the sample was categorized as being at

elevated actual risk of HIV as defined above, and 78.2%

(669) perceived themselves to be at elevated risk. Overall,

in 61.5% (526) there was concordance between reported

and perceived risk; among the remainder, 15.3% (131)

thought they were at elevated risk but were actually

classified as low risk, and 13.9% (119) met criteria for

elevated actual risk but perceived their risk to be low (i.e.,

EALPR). Further, as shown in Table 1, 5.8% [50] were

classified as ‘‘not EALPR’’ due to having either unclas-

sified actual risk and high perceived risk or low actual

risk and unclassified perceived risk. Lastly, 3.4% [29]

were unable to be classified as EALPR or not EALPR due

to having either unclassified actual risk and low perceived

risk, or high actual risk and unclassified perceived risk, or

both actual and perceived risk being unclassified, and

were removed from the analysis, leaving N = 826

remaining individuals.

Factors Associated with Categorization in: (1)

the Elevated Actual Risk and Low Perceived Risk Group;

(2) the Elevated Actual Risk Group; and (3) the Low

Perceived Risk Group (Tables 4, 5)

Table 4 indicates the bivariate associations between inde-

pendent variables of interest and the three outcome vari-

ables. In the multivariate model for the EALPR outcome

(Table 5), men who had ever been tested for HIV before



Table 2 Characteristics of HIV

negative male prisoners

surveyed from April 2010 to

April 2011, North Carolina

prison system

Variable Total sample size = 826a

n %

Age [Mean (SD)], (NR = 814) 34.0 10.7

Race (NR = 808)

Black 401 49.6

not black 407 50.4

School completed (NR = 815)

\HS degree or GED 303 37.2

Completed HS/GED 310 38.0

At least some post-secondary education 202 24.8

Current marital status (NR = 812)

Single 470 57.9

Married 129 15.9

Separated, divorced, or widowed 213 26.2

MSMb (NR = 821) 12 1.5

Binge drinkingc (NR = 815)

Never 221 27.1

Sometimes 282 34.6

Often 312 38.3

Hard drug usage (NR = 819) (illicit drugs excluding marijuana)

Yes, at least 1 hard drug used 331 40.4

Percentage of 22 HIV knowledge questions answered correctlyd

\69% 182 22.0

69–82% 263 31.8

83–99% 340 41.2

100% 41 5.0

Number of times previously imprisonedd,e (NR = 808)

0 339 42.0

1 155 19.2

2–5 274 33.9

6–18 40 5.0

Endorsed mandatory prison HIV testing (NR = 823) 696 84.6

Underwent HIV class in prison before survey (NR = 823) 601 73.0

Received prison HIV test results before survey (NR = 825) 354 42.9

Diagnosis with an STI (ever)f (NR = 815) 147 18.0

History of depression (ever) (NR = 815) 192 23.6

Had HIV test before this incarceration (NR = 817) 655 80.2

Number of sexual partnersc,d (NR = 809)

0 partners 132 16.3

1 partner 336 41.5

2? partners 341 42.2

Concurrent sex with multiple partners (NR = 817) 297 36.4

NR indicates number of participants responding to a particular question; Footnotes a–f provide more

detailed information about the sample or the individual variables
a Less than 2% of data were missing for all variables reported
b Due to the lack of information that the data provided for this category, MSM was not considered as a

possible independent variable for the model. illicit drugs (i.e., crack and/or powder cocaine, metham-

phetamines, heroin, prescription drugs, other), excluding marijuana
c Reported for the 3 months prior to the survey
d Variables presented categorically in Table 2 but analyzed continuously in main analysis
e An individual who answered ‘‘55’’ to, ‘‘Not counting this incarceration, how many times have you been

put in prison?’’ was counted as missing and not included in the logistic regression model
f Chlamydia, gonorrhea, syphilis, and genital herpes included in survey



this incarceration were less likely to be categorized as

EALPR (OR 0.59 for having had a test, 95%CI [0.37,

0.94], P = 0.027). The estimated odds of being in the

EALPR group for participants who had never had a pre-

vious HIV test were nearly 1.7 times as high as those

participants who had been tested prior to this incarceration.

In contrast, being tested for and receiving a negative HIV

test result upon incarceration (OR 1.49, 95% CI [0.998,

2.22], P = 0.051), and having at least some education

beyond high school (OR = 1.63, 95% CI [0.96, 2.78],

P = 0.069) were each positively associated with being in

the EALPR group; these relationships closely approached

but were not statistically significant at the alpha = 0.05

level.

Modeling individuals’ perceived risk independently

from risk behaviors, we found that participants were less

likely to be in the low perceived risk group if they had

previously undergone HIV testing prior to this incarcera-

tion (OR = 0.62, 95% CI [0.40, 0.95], P = 0.027) or if

they had used illicit substances other than marijuana

Table 3 Risk behaviors and

perceptions of risk among a

stratified random sample of

male prisoners in North

Carolina

Variable N = 826a

N %

Risk behaviorsb

Number of unprotected sex actsc (NR = 762)

0 226 29.7

1–5 145 19.0

6–100 369 48.4

101–1000 22 2.9

Traded sex for goods (NR = 820) 47 5.7

Gave goods for sex (NR = 820) 77 9.4

IV drug users (NR = 824) 73 8.9

Yes to combined 4-risks item (NR = 819)d 218 26.6

Perception of own risk

Agreement with each measure of low risk perception

‘‘I don’t do things that put me at risk of HIV’’ (NR = 822) 638 77.6

‘‘I’m not the kind of person who gets HIV’’ (NR = 808) 388 48.0

‘‘I’m perfectly safe from getting HIV’’ (NR = 818) 319 39.0

‘‘HIV is not my problem’’ (NR = 816) 243 29.8

‘‘Getting HIV is not something I really need to worry about’’ (NR = 220) 242 29.5

Number of low-perceived risk statements endorsEDe N endorsing % Endorsing

5 (least perceived risk) 81 9.8

4 109 13.2

3 139 16.8

2 189 22.9

1 194 23.5

0 (greatest perceived risk) 114 13.8

NR indicates number of participants responding to a particular question; Footnotes a–e provide more

detailed information about the sample or the individual variables
a All variables here have at least 808 of 826 (97.8%) of responses, except for Number of unprotected sex

acts which has 762 (92.3%, or missing 7.75%)
b All risk behavior characteristics reported for the 3 months prior to the survey
c Variables presented categorically in Table 3 but analyzed continuously in main analysis. P value cor-

responds to a test of the null hypothesis of no association between the variable and the primary and

secondary data sets
d 4-risk item (at least one of the following in the last 12 months: used intravenous drugs; (2) received

treatment for a sexually transmitted or venereal disease; (3) gave or received ‘‘money, drugs, food, shelter

gifts or other things you needed’’ in exchange for sex; and (4) had anal sex without a condom
e A greater number of items endorsed represents lower perceived risk



substantial minority with elevated actual but low perceived

risk, as this group may benefit from targeting of interven-

tions that seek to change behavior by improving percep-

tions of risk. We found that prisoners who had undergone

HIV testing before this incarceration were less likely to be

in the EALPR group and were less likely to perceive

themselves as low risk. Having had a previous HIV test

was not, however, associated with engaging in less HIV

risk behavior. These findings suggest that counseling that

occurred during community testing improved prisoner’s

risk perceptions but not their HIV knowledge or their

behavior. In addition, those who had received their test

result (all of which were negative in this sample) during

this incarceration were more likely to be in the EALPR

group. It is likely that, without post-test counseling, which

was not provided in this setting, learning that one is not

HIV-infected may make some individuals perceive them-

selves as being at less risk than their actual behaviors

indicate.

Our findings also suggest that interventions that provide

tailored information during post-test counseling regarding

one’s HIV risk may improve the accuracy of individuals’

risk perceptions and potentially thereby reduce risk

behavior. HIV testing counseling should also include

assessments of discordance between actual and perceived

risk and messaging regarding continued risk of HIV

acquisition despite a negative result. It is noteworthy that

Table 4 Associations between the independent variables of interest and three outcomes in bivariate analyses

Variable EALPR unadjusted model Perceived risk unadjusted model Risk behavior unadjusted model

Statistic P value Statistic P value Statistic P value

Age -0.04 0.967 1.11 0.268 3.70 0.000

Education 1.52 0.218 0.31 0.578 0.00 0.980

Race: African American 0.26 0.610 1.02 0.312 2.02 0.155

Incarceration historya 0.33 0.743 -0.50 0.619 -2.19 0.028

Has received HIV test results 2.82 0.093 1.96 0.162 0.00 0.970

Binge drinking 0.16 0.693 2.12 0.145 8.09 0.004

Hard drug use 3.37 0.066 10.03 0.002 15.16 0.000

Previous HIV test 4.61 0.032 5.42 0.020 1.57 0.210

Previous STI 1.32 0.250 1.95 0.162 3.36 0.067

HIV knowledgea -0.64 0.522 -1.71 0.087 -3.55 0.000

Endorsement of mandatory HIV testing 0.14 0.709 1.08 0.298 3.49 0.062

History of depression 0.50 0.478 1.39 0.239 5.10 0.024

Number of sexual partnersa -0.03 0.976 -2.78 0.005 -12.65 0.000

Direct concurrent relationships 1.02 0.311 5.78 0.016 35.55 0.000

Marital status 1.10 0.295 0.89 0.345 0.08 0.775

attended HIV class 0.18 0.671 0.67 0.412 1.13 0.288

P-values\0.20 bolded

P-values bolded and italicised were not included due to model collinearity
a Indicates use of Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test. All others were conducted using Mantel–Haenszel Chi Square

(OR = 0.61, 95% CI [0.41, 0.92], P = 0.018). In contrast, 
factors associated with being classified in the elevated 
actual risk group included being younger (OR 0.98 for each 
year of age, 95% CI [0.96, 0.996], P = 0.017), scoring 
higher on the HIV knowledge test (OR 1.06 for more 
correct answers, 95% CI [1.01, 1.11], P = 0.029), and 
having had a greater number of sexual partners in the last 3 
months than those with low perceived risk (OR 2.20, 95%
CI [1.72, 2.81], P \ 0.0001).

Discussion

In this representative large sample of men entering prison, 
we found that a very high proportion (71.7% of the study 
sample) had, in the 3 months before incarceration, engaged 
in drug use and/or sexual behaviors that placed them at risk 
of HIV infection. Those men more likely to engage in risk 
behaviors were younger, binge drank, and were more 
educated. Almost 80% perceived that they were at elevated 
risk of HIV. However, among the approximately 20% of 
the study sample who perceived themselves to be at low 
risk, the vast majority (88%) actually reported HIV risk 
behaviors and comprised the EALPR group. Overall, 14%
of the full study sample met criteria for EALPR.

While most prisoners accurately perceived themselves 
to be at risk of HIV, we were particularly interested in the



post-test counseling is not a component of Centers for

Disease Control and Prevention HIV opt-out testing rec-

ommendations. While opt-out testing may offer benefits in

reaching more individuals for testing, there are trade-offs,

particularly among higher risk populations. These results,

combined with the findings in our study that hard drug

usage was also associated with perceiving oneself to be at

higher HIV risk, suggest that prisoners may need even

more counseling regarding their risk from sexual risk

behaviors than regarding their drug use and that those who

are not involved in illicit substance use should be targeted

as individuals who may underestimate their risks. Drug

and alcohol use, however, are still important to address

among this target population, and warrant efforts to

improve understanding not only of risky sexual behavior

but also of the link between substance use and risky

sexual behavior. In addition, we found a trend, consistent

with other studies [30], that older prisoners were less

likely to misperceive their risk. Sheeran et al. meta-anal-

ysis showed that improving the accuracy of individuals’

perceptions of risk can increase risk-reducing behaviors.

However, our finding that HIV knowledge alone was not

associated with having better perceptions of risk suggests

that multipronged, tailored approaches may be needed to

enable an individual to apply general HIV knowledge to

their own circumstances in the process of perceiving their

own risk. Other investigators, such as Brown et al. [49] as

well as van der Plight [50] have indicated that risk per-

ceptions are also influenced by antecedents other than

actual behavior or knowledge, including cognitive pro-

cesses, such as a tendency toward denial, the use of social

distancing [49], and optimism bias, which may vary based

on perceived personal control, personal experience, and

the perceived risk of a peer group to which one compares

one’s self [50].

Brewer et al. and others [15, 49, 51] have demonstrated

that the causal relationship between risk perceptions and

health behavior is complex. While we cannot assume a

causal direction for this group in this cross-sectional study,

it is possible that, for some participants, their high per-

ceived risk had influenced them to minimize their risk

behaviors.

Table 5 Associations between participant characteristics and elevated actual/low perceived risk (EALPR) from multiply imputed multivariate

logistic regression model

Independent variablesa OR (lower CI, upper CI)b P-value

EALPR

N = 826

Low risk perception

N = 824

Elevated risk

behavior N = 778

Age 1.00 (0.98, 1.02) 0.772 1.00 (0.99, 1.02) 0.692 0.98 (0.96, 1.00) 0.017

Education level completedc

High school 1.03 (0.64, 1.67) 0.906 1.01 (0.66, 1.56) 0.958 0.85 (0.54, 1.34) 0.482

Beyond high school 1.63 (0.96, 2.78) 0.069 1.32 (0.81, 2.15) 0.267 1.12 (0.65, 1.91) 0.681

Race (African American) 0.96 (0.64, 1.46) 0.863 0.87 (0.59, 1.28) 0.479 1.28 (0.84, 1.95) 0.245

Incarceration history – – 1.08 (0.98, 1.20) 0.136

Has received HIV test results 1.49 (1.00, 2.22) 0.051 1.36 (0.94, 1.95) 0.099 –

Binge drinkingd

Moderate – 0.82 (0.52, 1.29) 0.391 0.68 (0.43, 1.08) 0.104

High – 0.90 (0.57, 1.41) 0.634 1.23 (0.75, 2.01) 0.418

Hard drug use 0.70 (0.46, 1.08) 0.108 0.61 (0.41, 0.92) 0.018 1.38 (0.89, 2.14) 0.147

Previous HIV test 0.59 (0.37, 0.94) 0.027 0.62 (0.40, 0.95) 0.027 –

Previous STI – – 1.11 (0.64, 1.93) 0.705

HIV knowledge 0.96 (0.92, 1.01) 0.142 0.96 (0.92, 1.01) 0.097 1.06 (1.01, 1.11) 0.029

Endorsement of mandatory HIV testing – – 1.11 (0.67, 1.86) 0.678

History of depression – – 1.61 (0.98, 2.64) 0.058

Number of sexual partners – 1.02 (0.96, 1.07) 0.602 2.20 (1.72, 2.81) 0.000

Direct concurrent relationships 0.66 (0.42, 1.04) 0.075 0.93 (0.53, 1.63) 0.789

a Independent variables included in the model if P\ 0.20 in bivariate analysis. Race, education, HIV knowledge and age included a priori in all

models due to findings from existing literature. MSM left out of all models due to the low percentage in study sample (Table 2). The model for

perceived risk included only 824 of the 826 individuals, and the model for risk behavior included only 778 individuals, as 2 and 48 individuals

had unclassifiable perceived risk and risk behavior, respectively
b Boldface indicates significance at P\ 0.05
c Odds ratios compared to individuals who did not complete high school or GED
d Odds ratios compared to individuals who reported never binge drinking



enhancing self-efficacy may act synergistically with

improving accuracy of risk perceptions [30, 55] to reduce

risky behavior, particularly among the EALPR group.

The fact that most prisoners were at elevated risk, were

aware of their risk, and yet continued to engage in HIV risk

behaviors also suggests that interventions to reduce risk are

very much needed among incarcerated men, but that

interventions need to be tailored. Interventions that focus

on self-efficacy, rather than solely on enhancing risk per-

ceptions, may be more beneficial for these individuals who

recognize yet continue to put themselves at risk. In addi-

tion, other factors not assessed here, such as a history of

trauma, social networks, domestic violence, food insecu-

rity, other stressors, or environmental factors, may hinder

an individuals’ motivations or abilities to reduce their risk

behaviors, even when they are aware of their risk. As Mills

and Reyna’s work suggests, it is also possible that these

individuals, while aware of their risk, process their per-

ception more qualitatively and that they could benefit, not

from increased knowledge, but rather from assistance

learning to process risk information differently. Future

studies are needed to tease apart, prospectively, the relative

influences of HIV knowledge, risk perceptions, cognitive

processes of risk and, other factors, such as self-efficacy,

that may change risk behavior among key populations.

Our study has several limitations. First, its cross-sec-

tional design precludes drawing conclusions regarding

causal associations due to temporal ambiguity among the

variables. Future prospective studies are needed to deter-

mine whether tailored post-test counseling can improve the

accuracy of risk perceptions among incarcerated individu-

als. Second, our use of self-reported data to assess risky

behavior may be inaccurate; however, our use of ACASI

surveys to collect data likely mitigated social desirability

bias to some extent. Moreover, 71.7% of the participants in

this study reported engaging in HIV risk behaviors, which

suggests that participants felt comfortable reporting many

risk behaviors. That said, we suspect that the 1.5% who

reported engaging in sex with men is an underestimate of

actual risk given that general population estimates are 5%

or greater [56] and hence our findings may be unable to

identify factors most likely to be associated with high risk

men who have sex with men (MSM) having a low per-

ceived risk of HIV. Third, because 29 individuals (3.4%)

were unable to be classified as EALPR or Not EALPR,

some selection bias may have been introduced into our

study. This study also has several strengths: As far as we

are aware, this is the first study to investigate risk per-

ceptions and the accuracy of such perceptions among a

large representative statewide sample of prisoners. More-

over, we used a conservative method, in line with methods

of other studies of risk perceptions [16], to identify indi-

viduals who engage in at least one HIV risk behavior yet

To our knowledge, only two other large studies in the 
US have sought to characterize the degree to which indi-
viduals engaging in HIV risk behaviors are unaware of 
their risk. In their study of factors influencing MSM to 
undergo HIV testing, MacKellar et al. [16] assessed per-
ceived and actual lifetime risk among 2788 participants in 
the second phase of the multi-city Young Men’s Survey. 
Those who perceived themselves to be at elevated or 
moderate HIV risk engaged in greater risk behaviors than 
those who did not have these perceptions. The majority 
(74%) of the full sample, however, perceived themselves to 
be at low risk of acquiring HIV over their lifetime, 
although many of the men perceiving low risk reported 
engaging in behavior that put them at significant risk of 
HIV/STIs: 46.7% reported C20 lifetime male sex partners; 
in the prior 6 months, 32.1% reported C4 male sex part-
ners; 7.6% had unprotected anal intercourse with male 
partners of unknown HIV status; and 21.3% had been 
diagnosed with an STI. Further, among the full sample, 267 
(*10%) were HIV-infected and were unaware of it: half of 
these individuals perceived themselves to be at low lifetime 
risk of HIV acquisition. In another U.S. study of 5871 
individuals undergoing rapid HIV testing in Philadelphia, 
among the 62 (1.1%) who tested HIV-positive, two-thirds 
assessed their HIV risk as low or none [25], although the 
vast majority reported using condoms inconsistently and 
many had multiple sexual partners. Like ours, these studies 
document that discrepancies exist between actual and 
perceived risk among some individuals at elevated risk for 
HIV.

Investigations by Mills, Britain, Reyna, and Estrada 
indicate another mechanism by which inaccurate risk per-
ceptions may occur. They found that perceived risk can be 
either positively or negatively associated with actual risk, 
depending on how an individual processes one’s risk. 
Individuals with a high perceived risk were more likely to 
engage in a risky behavior if they processed their risk 
perception globally or qualitatively (i.e., using what Reyna 
refers to as a ‘‘gist approach’’ in which they understand the 
‘‘gist’’ of their risk but not the exact extent or nature of the 
risk) and less likely to do so if they processed using 
quantitative thought processes, such as risk–benefit analy-
sis [52, 53]. These findings suggest that helping individuals 
assess their risk using quantitative central cognitive pro-
cesses could reduce discrepancies between perceived and 
actual risk, thus decreasing participation in risky behaviors 
among high-risk individuals. Providing HIV knowledge 
information that is quantitatively based and individually 
tailored may assist this process. Studies also show that one’s 
self-efficacy, or confidence, to reduce risk is an important 
determinant of behavior [30, 54], and interven-tions aimed 
at enhancing self-efficacy and skills to reduce risk related to 
sexual settings may be useful. Moreover,



perceived themselves to be at low risk of HIV. Sensitivity

analyses (see Appendix) demonstrated the robustness of

our findings to changes in the cut-off used to determine risk

(at least 1 risk behavior versus more than 1 risk behavior).

The findings reported here provide insight into the HIV

risk behaviors and perceptions of HIV-negative men

incarcerated in a state prison system. Our findings confirm

that most prisoners engaged in behaviors that placed them

at risk of HIV infection in the months leading up to

incarceration. Most prisoners accurately perceived that

they were at risk of contracting HIV. The nearly one in six

who were at risk but did not perceive being at risk (EALPR

individuals) were less likely than the others to have had an

HIV test before this incarceration and did not have greater

HIV knowledge, suggesting that tailored post-test coun-

seling to determine and enhance the accuracy of their

perceptions could be a first step toward reducing risky

behavior.
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Table 6 Sensitivity analysis: associations between the independent variables of interest and three outcomes in unadjusted bivariate analyses

Variable EALPR model Perceived risk model Risk behavior model

Statistic P value Statistic P value Statistic P value

Age -1.74 0.083 1.17 0.243 -2.29 0.022

Education 0.00 0.978 0.52 0.469 0.02 0.884

Race: African American 0.11 0.745 0.76 0.384 0.08 0.771

Incarceration historya -0.49 0.628 -0.50 0.616 3.39 0.001

Has Received HIV test results 0.42 0.515 1.92 0.166 0.56 0.453

Binge drinking 1.01 0.315 2.09 0.148 9.97 0.002

Hard drug use 1.73 0.188 9.38 0.002 50.82 0.000

Previous HIV test 0.40 0.527 4.99 0.026 0.46 0.498

Previous STI 0.94 0.332 2.33 0.127 12.06 0.001

HIV knowledgea -0.95 0.340 -1.51 0.131 2.42 0.016

Endorsement of mandatory HIV testing 0.30 0.581 1.23 0.268 0.84 0.358

History of depression 1.37 0.241 1.21 0.271 2.73 0.099

Number of sexual partnersa 0.21 0.835 -2.82 0.005 8.11 0.000

Direct concurrent relationships 1.28 0.258 6.05 0.014 50.35 0.000

Marital status 0.17 0.676 1.13 0.287 3.27 0.071

Attended HIV class 1.50 0.220 0.83 0.361 1.89 0.169

P-values\ 0.20 bolded

P-value bolded and italicised was not included due to model collinearity
a Indicates use of Wilcoxon Rank-Sum Test. All others were conducted using Mantel–Haenszel Chi Square
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